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I. INTRODUCTION

Network topology and communication algorithms are two
components that directly affect the performance of applications
on supercomputers. In this work, we use two-level fully
connected (2lvfc) as the scalable network topology that works
for the next generation of supercomputers. 2lvfc is a regular
2-dimension topology. 2lvfc is isomorphic with 2D HyperX
or diameter-two Dragonfly networks. We also propose three
algorithms to execute all-to-all collective operation on 2lvfc.

II. DIMENSIONAL ORDER ALGORITHM

This is the simplest algorithm based on the nature of 2lvfc.
The topology has two dimensions. We will do the all-to-all
collective operation in two steps. First, we will do the all-to-
all operation inside one dimension. The data for the second
step is also prepared in the first step. Then, we exchange the
data in the remaining dimension to finish the algorithm.

The Dimension Order (DO) algorithm has low latency
because it finishes in two steps but it makes link utilization
low. This is because DO algorithm sequentially performs two
different sets of links. The sequential nature makes DO have
low link utilization.

III. MULTITREE ALGORITHM

MULTITREE algorithm [1] is originally designed for all-
reduce collective operation. It takes a topology-agnostic ap-
proach. It can also be applied for all-to-all operation. The
strength of MULTITREE algorithm is that it provides the
schedule for high network resource utilization. MULTITREE
algorithm builds N spanning trees for a N -node topology. The
schedule of MULTITREE makes it fully utilizes the resource
of 2lvfc. However, it suffers high communication steps which
are not good for small size messages.

IV. MULTI-DIMENSION ALGORITHMS

Multi-Dimension (MD) algorithm is developed to reduce
the high communication step of MULTITREE algorithm while
100% uses the network resource of 2lvfc. MD algorithm is
based on the following idea. DO algorithm uses two different
sets of links sequentially. We can divide the data into two
parts and send it in parallel in two reverse directions. In
this way, we can reduce the high communication step of

MULTITREE algorithm while solving the low link utilization
of DO algorithm.

V. RESULT

The performance of the three algorithms is estimated in
discrete event simulator — SimGrid 3.28. The start-up latency
for each communication is set to 1µs. Bandwidth is set to 100
Gbps as current top supercomputers. The simulator is run on
a host system with SMP Debian 3.16.64-2 operating system
on Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2667 v4 and 794 GB RAM.
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(a) 8× 8 2lvfc small data size
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(b) 8× 8 2lvfc big data size

Fig. 1: Communication time of DO, MULTITREE and MD
algorithm on 8× 8 2lvfc.

Overall, MD algorithm is better than DO and MULTITREE
algorithm because it has small communication step and effi-
ciently uses the resources. In small message sizes, the commu-
nication time of MD is approximate to DO algorithm because
they have the same communication step. In big message sizes,
MD outperforms MULTITREE and DO algorithm.

VI. CONCLUSION

This study exploited efficient all-to-all collective algorithms
using parallel non-blocking point-to-point communications in
two-level fully connected network topologies, which can be
considered as a basic block of cutting-edge high-radix network
topologies. We firstly proposed an optimization of MULTI-
TREE algorithm to two-level fully connected topologies. We
secondly proposed their custom collective algorithms.
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